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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a numerical model (Fin1D-MB) to predict the performance of minichannel evaporators under
dehumidifying conditions. The presented model applies a segment-by-segment discretization to the evaporator,
adding in each segment a novel bi-dimensional discretization to the fluids flow, fin, and tube wall. The Fin1D-MB
model introduces a new approach to model the air-side heat transfer by using a composed function for the fin wall.
This function is based on the fundamental one-dimensional fin theory and the technique of movable boundaries
between wet and dry portions along the fin height. This modeling scheme allows capturing the heat conduction
between tubes and different dehumidifying scenarios for the fin and tube. The proposed model was validated against
experimental results for a minichannel evaporator operating with R134a at various test conditions. Generally, the
numerical results were in good agreement with the measured data. The predicted inlet refrigerant and outlet air
temperatures, refrigerant-side pressure drop, and cooling capacity were within ±0.5 oC, ±20%, and ±5% error bands,
respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to design a minichannel evaporator quickly and effectively, a reliable simulation tool or numerical model is
required. Many minichannel evaporator models are available in the literature, such as Kim and Bullard (2001), Wu
and Webb (2002), and Zhao et al. (2012). Most of these neglect the tube-to-tube heat conduction and do not allow
for partial dehumidification scenarios. These assumptions simplify the solution, but they result in less freedom to
describe the actual processes and phenomena. From our literature review, the only two models which account for the
tube-to-tube heat conduction in minichannel evaporators were presented by Ren et al. (2013) and Huang et al.
(2015). However, Huang’s model also accounts for partial dehumidification scenarios.
Hassan et al. (2015) and (2016) conducted a comparative study of the heat transfer results between a comprehensive
two-dimensional numerical model, referred to as Fin2D-W, and the classical ε-NTU approach. The aim of this study
was to evaluate the influence of some modeling assumptions on the air-side performance of minichannel evaporators
under wet conditions. The results revealed that the assumptions which have the most significant impacts on the heat
and mass transfer rates are: the uniform air properties along the fin height, the adiabatic-fin-tip at half the height, and
the neglect of partial dehumidification scenarios. These widely used assumptions resulted in substantial deviations in
heat transfer results between the ε-NTU approach and Fin2D-W model, especially in the presence of a temperature
difference between the adjacent tubes. Nevertheless, the main advantages of the ε-NTU approach are the simplicity
and calculation speed, compared to the Fin2D-W model.
These conclusions motivate the authors to develop a simpler model which will be referred to as Fin1D-MB. This
model is able to retain the most important heat and mass transfer phenomena as the Fin2D-W model, but with a
much lower computational cost. The current work comprises a detailed description of the proposed model and a
validation against experimental data for a minichannel evaporator operating with R134a at various test conditions.
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIN1D-MB MODEL
2.1. Evaporator Discretization

Figure 1: (a) Discretization of an evaporator to segments. (b) Schematic of a segment discretization into cells.
The model can simulate any refrigerant circuitry arrangement: any number of refrigerant inlets and outlets; and any
connection between different tube outlets/inlets at any location. Figure 1a shows the discretization of an evaporator
to segments, where the dashed lines correspond to the thermal connections between wall cells, whereas the thicker
blue lines correspond to the refrigerant flow path. First, the evaporator is discretized along the x-direction
(refrigerant flow direction), resulting into Ns segments per tube. Each segment (Figure 1b) consists of: a refrigerant
flow that is split into Nr,z channels in the z-direction (air flow direction); a flat tube which is discretized into Nt,z cells
in the z-direction; air flow and fins which are always discretized into the same number of cells in the z-direction,
where Na,z=Nf,z. Accordingly, the discretization for an evaporator is summarized in the following as a grid: {Ns, Nr,z,
Nt,z, Na,z}.

2.2. Governing Equations
Every fluid cell (either refrigerant or air) has two nodes, which correspond to the inlet and outlet sections in the fluid
flow direction. The tube wall cells have only one node located in the centroid of the cell, as shown in Figure 2. On
the other hand, the fins do not have any nodes because a continuous function governs in this case.
2.2.1 Tube wall analysis
The energy conservation equation within any of the tube wall cells t, in contact with nr refrigerant cells, na air cells,
and nf fin cells can be written as:
nr

na

r 1

a 1





nf

  kt Tc,t  dV  U r ,t Tr  Tc,t  dAr ,t   U wet,a,t Ta*,t  Tc,t dAa,t   dQcond, f
f 1

fin root

0

(1)

It should be noted that a linearization scheme is used in Equation (1) to relate the saturated air humidity ratio to its
corresponding surface tube wall temperature (Elmahdy and Biggs, 1983), where Wsat,s,t=aa,t+ba,t·Ts,t.
Tc,t is the temperatures evaluated at the centroid of the tube wall cell (oC). kt and kf are the thermal conductivity of
the tube wall and fin (W/m·K), respectively. Qcond,f is the heat conduction between the tube wall cell and the fin root
in contact with it (W). Additionally,
U r ,t  1/  tt 2  kt   1  r ,t 

is the overall heat transfer coefficient for the refrigerant-side (W/m2·K),
where tt is the wall thickness of tube cell (m), αr,t is the sensible heat
transfer coefficient between the refrigerant and tube wall cell (W/m2·K);
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U wet,a,t  1/  tt 2  kt   1  wet,a,t 

 wet,a,t   a,t 1   a  ba,t  ,
 a  h fg C p,ma  Le2/3  K 



ba,t  Wa  Wsat, s,t  Tdp  Ts,t
Ta*,t 



Ta   a Wa  Wsat, s,t  ba,t  Ts ,t  
1   a  ba,t

is the overall heat transfer coefficient for the air-side under wet conditions
(W/m2·K);
is the total heat transfer coefficient for the air-side under wet conditions
(W/m2·K), while αa,t is the sensible heat transfer coefficient between the
surrounding air and tube wall cell (W/m2·K), hfg is the latent heat of water
condensation (J/kg);
is the slope of saturated humidity ratio line (1/K), as it was defined by
Sharqawy and Zubair (2008); and
is the modified temperature for moist air (oC).

Ta, Wa, Tdp, and Cp,ma are the moist air temperature (oC), humidity ratio (kgwv/kgda), dew point temperature (oC), and
specific heat (J/kg·K), respectively. Tr is the refrigerant temperature (oC). Ts,t and Wsat,s,t are the tube wall surface
temperature (oC) and saturated humidity ratio evaluated at the surface (kgwv/kgda), respectively. Le is the Lewis
number.
2.2.2 Fin wall analysis
The physical discretization of the fin is one-dimensional. However, to capture the actual fin condition, it has to be
virtually discretized into three portions (fp1, fp2, and fp3) in the y-direction (along the fin height), as it can be seen
in Figure 2a. The area of each portion is specified depending on ζ1 and ζ2 (m), which represent the boundaries
between wet and dry portions. These virtual boundaries are movable from one fin cell to another depending on the
fin tip and base temperatures (TfT and TfB) and dew point of surrounding air. According to the previous discussion,
each fin cell has a composed governing equation (Equation 2) which consists of three sub-functions. These subfunctions present a continuous temperature profile for the entire fin under any dehumidifying condition.

Figure 2: (a) Virtual discretization of the fin in y-direction. (b) Locations of TfB and TfT.
My
 My

( y )  C1e fp1  C2 e fp1 
 a,fp1 fp1
my
 my

 a, f ( y)  a,fp2 ( yfp2 )  C3e fp2  C4 e fp2

My
 My
 a,fp3 ( yfp3 )  C5e fp3  C6 e fp3 


0  yfp1   1
0  yfp2  H f   1   2 
0  yfp3   2

, where m = Pf  a, f k f Ac, f ,
M =m 1   a ba, f , and





 a Wa  Wsat, f   ba, f T f    ba , f Ta
 
.
1   a ba, f

(2)

where θa,f (K) is the difference between surrounding air temperature Ta and fin temperature Tf, ψ is a parameter
which includes the effect of moist air humidity ratio on the fin temperature profile (K), and Hf is the total fin height
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(m). ba,f can be calculated as it has been explained in Equation (1), but Tf is used instead of Ts,t. The boundary
conditions that are used to evaluate the unknown constants C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, and C6 are:
 a,fp1 ( yfp1  0)   a, fB  Ta  T fB ;  a,fp1 ( yfp1   1 )   a,fp2 ( yfp2  0); d a,fp1 dyfp1
 d a,fp2 dyfp2
yfp1  1


B.C.  a,fp3 ( yfp3  0)   a, fT  Ta  T fT ;  a,fp2 yfp2  H f   1   2   a,fp3 ( yfp3   2 ); and

=  d a,fp3 dyfp3
d a,fp2 dyfp2
yfp2  H f  1  2
yfp3  2




yfp2 0



;







(3)

Equation (2) and its boundary conditions assume uniform air temperature and humidity ratio along y-direction
within the air cell in contact with the evaluated fin cell. So, T̅a and W̅a represent the integrated mean values for air
temperature and humidity ratio within the cell, respectively. The locations of TfB and TfT are illustrated in Figure 2b.
In this way, it is possible to define the fin temperature as follows.

Ta 
Tfp1 ( yfp1 )  Ta   a,fp1 ( yfp1 ) 
 


T fB 
T f ( y )  Tfp2 ( yfp2 )  Ta   a,fp2 ( yfp2 )    A yfp1 , yfp2 , yfp3    

 T


 fT 
T
(
y
)

T


(
y
)
a
a,fp3 fp3 
f
 fp3 fp3
 





(4)

where Tfp1, Tfp2, and Tfp3 are the first, second and third fin portion temperatures (oC), respectively. A(yfp1,yfp2,yfp3) is a
3×4 matrix that depends on the local coordinates, fin geometry, m, M, ζ1, and ζ2.
2.2.3 Refrigerant analysis
The energy balance in each refrigerant cell r in contact with nt tube wall cells (t=1─nt) is explained in Equation (5).
nt

mr  dhr    r ,t Tr  Ts ,t  dAr ,t

(5)

t 1

where hr and ṁr are the refrigerant enthalpy (J/kg) and mass flow rate (kg/s), respectively.
The total refrigerant-side pressure drop along the x-direction consists of frictional, acceleration, and gravitational
pressure drop terms

 dp 
 dp 
 dp 
 dp 
 
 
 
 
 dx r ,tot  dx r ,fric  dx r ,acc  dx r ,grav

(6)

In the superheat region, the single-phase total pressure drop can be expressed as:

fG G 2r
 dp 

 
2 Dh  G
 dx  sp,tot

 1
1 
 G 2r  out  in 
 g G sin 




G
G


sp ,fric
sp,acc

sp,grav

(7)

where Gr is the refrigerant mass flux (kg/m2·s), Dh is the hydraulic diameter (m), ξ is the tube orientation (deg), and
ρG is the refrigerant gas density (kg/m3).
However, in the two-phase region, the total pressure drop for refrigerant-side can be expressed as:

f 1  x  2
 dp 
 G 2r L
L
 
 dx tp,tot
2D h  L
2

 G r2
tp ,fric

1  x 2 
d  x2


 g G  1     L  sin 
tp ,grav
dx  G   G 1  x  

 tp,acc

(8)

where ẋ is the vapor quality and ρL is the refrigerant liquid density (kg/m3).  2L is the two-phase multiplier based on
liquid-phase flow, as it was defined by Mishima and Hibiki (1996). The void fraction ε is modeled as a separatedflow, adopting Chisholm’s (1972) correlation for the slip ratio. The correlations employed to evaluate the
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refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficient and frictional pressure drop are listed in Table 1.
2.2.4 Moist air analysis
Equation (9) represents the heat rate balance within an air cell a in contact with a fin cell f, which is discretized into
three portions (fp=1─3), and nt tube cells.
3

nt

fp=1

t 1

ma  C p,ma  dTa     a,fp  a,fp  dzdyfp   a,t Ta  Ts,t  dAa,t

(9)

where ṁa is the mass flow rate of air (kg/s), while θa,fp (K) and αa,fp (W/m2·K) are the temperature difference and
sensible heat transfer coefficient between the air and adjacent fin portion, respectively.
The mass balance, taking into account the Chilton-Colburn analogy (Sharqawy and Zubair, 2008), within any air cell
gives:
ma  dWa 

1
Le

2/3

 C p,ma

 3
    a,fp Wa  Wsat,fp  dzdyfp 
 fp=1





nt

a,t Wa  Wsat,s,t  dAa,t
t 1





(10)

where Wsat,fp is the saturated air humidity ratio evaluated at the fin portion temperature (kgwv/kgda).
The total air-side pressure drop along the z-direction consists of frictional, acceleration, contraction, and expansion
pressure drop terms

 dp 
 dp 
 dp 
 dp 
 dp 
 
 
 
 
 
 dz a,tot  dz a,fric  dz a,acc  dz a,cont  dz a,exp

(11)

where the frictional and acceleration terms are calculated similarly to Equations (7). The pressure drop terms due to
the sudden contraction and expansion in the heat exchanger are obtained following Kays and London (1984). The
different correlations used to evaluate the air-side heat transfer and frictional pressure drop coefficients are shown in
Table 1.
In order to discretize the presented governing equations, the finite volume method (FVM) has been applied. In the
governing equations, the wall temperature has been considered as the iterative variable of the problem and the semiexplicit method for wall temperature linked equations (SEWTLE), which was proposed by Corberán et al. (2001),
has been adopted to solve the problem.
Table 1: Correlations used in the Fin1D-MB model for coefficients evaluation.
Fluid type
Refrigerant:
Single-phase region
Two-phase region
Air:
Dry condition
Wet condition

Heat transfer coefficient (α)

Frictional pressure drop

Expansion/Contraction
pressure losses

Gnielinski (1976)
Kandlikar and Balasubramanian (2004)

Churchill (1977)
Mishima and Hibiki (1996)

Kays and London (1984)
Kays and London (1984)

Kim and Bullard (2002a)
Kim and Bullard (2002b)

Kim and Bullard (2002a)
Kim and Bullard (2002b)

Kays and London (1984)
Kays and London (1984)

2.3. Solution Methodology
After the initialization process, the iterative procedure begins, which consists of three main steps. The first step is to
calculate the outlet air temperature and humidity ratio (Equations 9 and 10), and outlet refrigerant enthalpy
(Equation 5) for all fluids cells. In the first iteration the dehumidifying conditions of the fins have not yet been
evaluated, so all the fins are assumed to be totally dry (ζ1= ζ2=0). The second step is to calculate the tube wall cells’
temperatures using Equation (1). It can be observed that this equation considers the 2D heat conduction between the
current tube cell and adjacent cells, which results in a system of linear equations involving all the tube cells
temperatures. To solve this system of equations, the line-by-line iteration method (Patankar, 1980) is adopted in the
current model.
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The final step of the iterative procedure is to evaluate the dehumidifying condition of each fin cell (either to be
totally dry, totally wet, or partially wet) then to calculate its average temperature. Firstly, the fin cell dehumidifying
condition is evaluated according to the fin cell root temperatures, average dew point temperature of the surrounding
air, and the predicted temperature profile of the fin. After identifying the real fin cell condition, the following
equations are applied to calculate the exact length for each fin portion:


1
1

 1   ln 
mH f
m  2 
e
  a, fB
a , fT









 1

1
 2  H f    ln 
mH f
m


2  a, fT e
  a, fB










  mH f
e











(12)




  mH
f
e





 


 

(13)


mH
4 mH f
2 6 mH f
2
 dp
e
 2 2 a, fB a, fT e f   dp
 2 a2, fB e

3mH f
mH f
  dp e

  dp e
2 mH f
mH
2mH f
2

 4 a2, fT e
 4 a, fB a, fT e f   dp
e











6 mH f
mH
4mH f
2
 dp2 e
 2 2 a, fB a, fT e f   dp
 2 a2, fB e

3mH f
mH
  dp e f 
  dp e
2mH f
mH
2mH f

 4 a2, fT e
 4 a, fB a, fT e f   dp2 e







where dp  Ta  Tdp , a, fB  Ta  T fB , and a, fT  Ta  T fT .
Finally, ζ1 and ζ2 are used to determine the average fin cell temperature (Equation 4). It can be noted that the
calculation process of obtaining the fin wall temperature field is explicit. The iterative process continues until the
value of the residual converges to the required tolerance.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the test facility.
The experiments were carried out in a reversible air-to-refrigerant heat pump test facility, as shown in Figure 3,
which mainly consists of three circuits: air, water, and refrigerant loops. The heat pump operates with R134a and it
is equipped with: a multi-speed hermetic reciprocating compressor with a displacement of 34.38 cm3, a brazed plate
condenser (water-to-refrigerant), and an electronic valve as the expansion device.
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The tested evaporator is a single slap minichannel heat exchanger, which was provided by Modine Co. It is 340 mm
high, 483 mm wide, and 21.1 mm thick. It comprises 33 multiport flat tubes, which are arranged in four paths (8–6–
7–12). Regarding the refrigerant-side, the tube is characterized by eight triangular ports having a hydraulic diameter
equal to 0.78 mm. The fins are louvered type with a density equal to 14 fin/inch. Table 2 shows the operating
conditions which were specified as input data for the tested evaporator.
The uncertainties for pressure, temperature, mass flow rate, compressor power, and compressor speed measurements
were about ±0.15%, ±0.3 oC, ±0.1%, ±0.5%, and ±0.1 Hz, respectively. The energy balance between the air-side and
refrigerant-side was within ±5%.
Table 2: Operating conditions for the R134a minichannel evaporator.
Air
Refrigerant
o
Inlet mass flow rate (kg/h)
Inlet dry-bulb temperature ( C)
7
32.4─38
Inlet relative humidity (%)
73─89
Inlet vapor quality (-)
0.22─0.24
Inlet flow rate (m3/h)
890─1890 Outlet superheat (K)
7.9─12.6

4. MODEL VALIDATION
After developing the Fin1D-MB model, it has been integrated into the IMST-ART® simulation program (IMSTART, 2010) to allow evaluating the performance of entire evaporator. The IMST-ART® program has been
developed by the Institute for Energy Engineering, Technical University of Valencia (UPV). This program is
capable of simulating any refrigerant circuit; additionally, it can evaluate the performance of individual refrigeration
components.
The validation of the proposed model was conducted using the experimental data as described in Section 3. The
numerical grid size chosen was the one that gave a good balance between accuracy and computational cost.
According to the definition given in Sub-section 2.1, the grid employed for all the predicted results was: {5,3,3,3}.
The inputs to the model were refrigerant superheat, inlet vapor quality, inlet air temperature and relative humidity,
and inlet mass flow rate of refrigerant and air. Whereas, inlet refrigerant temperature, refrigerant-side pressure drop,
outlet air temperature, and cooling capacity were the selected parameters to validate the Fin1D-MB model. Figures
4─7 compare simulation results with the experimental data. It can be seen in Figures 4 that the current model
predicts the inlet refrigerant temperatures T r,in within ±0.5 oC error bands. The mean absolute error (MAE) and
standard deviation (SD) of the predicted values are ±0.24 oC and ±0.25 oC, respectively.
5.0

Calculated Tr,in (oC)

4.0
3.0

2.0

+0.5 oC

-0.5 oC

1.0
0.0
-1.0
-1.0

0.0

1.0
2.0
3.0
Measured Tr,in (oC)

4.0

5.0

Figure 4: Comparison of the inlet refrigerant temperature Tr,in between the
calculated and measured values.
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Figure 5 presents the calculated refrigerant-side pressure drop Δpr against the measured data. The proposed model
successively estimates the Δpr within ±20% error bands, with MAE and SD values of ±9.12% and ±7.18%,
respectively. Although, the MAE and SD of the predicted Δpr are relatively high, it was found that their effect on the
evaporator capacity was rather small.
Regarding the air-side, Figure 6 shows the calculated outlet air temperature T a,out values versus the measured ones. It
can be observed that approximately all the predicted values are within ±0.5 oC error bands, with MAE and SD of
±0.43 oC and ±0.34 oC, respectively.
90

Calculated ΔPr (kPa)

80

+20 %

70
60

-20 %
50
40
30
30

40

50
60
70
Measured ΔPr (kPa)

80

90

Figure 5: Comparison of the refrigerant-side pressure drop Δpr between the
calculated and measured values.
7.0

Calculated Ta,out (oC)

6.5

6.0
5.5

+0.5 oC

5.0

-0.5 oC
4.5
4.0

3.5
3.0
3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
Measured Ta,out (oC)

6.5

7.0

Figure 6: Calculated vs. measured outlet air temperature, Ta,out.
The good prediction of the refrigerant and air temperatures has a positive impact on the estimated cooling capacity
Qr, as shown in Figure 7. The Fin1D-MB model can predict the cooling capacity with good agreement, with MAE
and SD of ±1.8% and ±0.3%, respectively. For the current study, no adjustment factors were applied either to the
heat transfer or frictional pressure drop coefficients.
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2

Calculated Qr (kW)

1.8

1.6

-5 %

+5 %
1.4

1.2

1
1

1.2

1.4
1.6
Measured Qr (kW)

1.8

2

Figure 7: Calculated vs. measured cooling capacity, Qr.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A one-dimensional numerical model (Fin1D-MB) for minichannel evaporators was presented. The Fin1D-MB
model is based on the fundamental fin theory in conjunction with the moving boundaries technique for the air-side.
This innovative scheme substantially reduces the discretization complexity and computation time. Additionally, it
allows capturing different dehumidifying scenarios and tube-to-tube heat conduction. After developing the Fin1DMB model, it was validated against experimental data for R134a evaporator under different operating conditions.
The proposed model predicted the outlet air temperate within ±0.5 oC error bands with a MAE of ±0.43 oC.
Regarding the refrigerant-side, the Fin1D-MB model successfully estimated the inlet refrigerant temperature within
error bands of ±0.5 oC with a MAE of ±0.24 oC, the pressure drop within error bands of ±20% with a MAE of
±9.12%, and the cooling capacity within error bands of ±5% with a MAE of ±1.8%.

NOMENCLATURE
α
heat transfer coefficient (W/m2·K)
A
contact area (m2)
Ac
cross-section area (m2)
f
Darcy–Weisbach friction factor
g
gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
M
wet fin parameter (1/m)
m
dry fin parameter (1/m)
P
perimeter (m)
V
volume (m3)
x,y,z
spatial coordinates (m)
Subscript/Superscript
a
air, air cell index
c
centroid
dp
dew point
f
fin, fin cell index
fB
fin base
fT
fin tip

fp1, fp2, fp3
G
in
L
out
r
s
sat
sp
t
tot

fin portions
gas
inlet
liquid
outlet
refrigerant, refrigerant cell index
surface
saturated
single-phase
tube, tube cell index
total

tp

two-pahse
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